MARITIME ACTIVITY
SOAP CARVING

Soap carving is an easy, fun, and safe way
to learn carving skills!

ASSEMBLE SUPPLIES
For this activity you will need:
Bar Soap (hard bars are more difficult to carve, but hold finer details;
soft bars like the Ivory used for the example are very easy to carve,
but can crumble)
Carving Tools (we are used clay modeling tools, but the following work
very well: plastic knives, popsicle sticks, or even vegetable peelers
for carving/shaving large areas; toothpicks for fine detail work)
Markers (to trace your design)

The first photo, above, shows our work station with assembled
supplies. Note the bar of soap that we cut in half. If you are unfamiliar
with carving (or have young ones doing the activity), practice on a small
piece before attempting something larger!
SMOOTH THE SURFACE
Prepare soap by scraping the top of the bar until you have a smooth,
logo-less surface to work on.
DESIGN
Draw your design onto the bar with marker. We chose a shark!
CARVE
Begin carving around your design. We made our cuts starting against the
outline of the shark and moving toward the edge of the bar. We carved
out a depth of 1/2” around the design. Don’t be overly concerned with
making everything perfect – this is carving practice. Have fun!

We'd love to see your finished carving!
Post a picture on social media and tag us!

SHAPE
Add shape and dimension to your design. We used very gentle pressure
and a light touch to round off the corners of the shark. On the bar, we
made bolder cuts; they reminded us of flowing water!
ADD DETAIL
Add final details. The eye and gill slits were the finest details on our
shark, so we saved them for last.
SMOOTH THE SURFACE, AGAIN!
Smooth out rough edges by running the bar under tap water. Use a
very gentle touch and water pressure – you don’t want the soap to
suds! When the bar has dried, admire your carving and plan out your
next design!
RECYCLE
Don’t throw away all of those soap shavings! You can easily make a
liquid soap with this recipe (equal parts soap flakes and boiling water):

For 1C soap flakes, boil 1C water in a saucepan.
Stir in soap flakes and 1tsp glycerin (optional) until melted.
When cooled, beat with a whisk until mixture is a creamy
consistency and bottle it.

